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My name is Claire & I am excited to be your new

monthly Magazine Editor for the CCC.

I originally qualified as a psychologist in 2008 and

then went on to qualify as an Integrative counsellor.

Throughout my career I worked as a director for a local

rape crisis centre & in 2016 I went solely into private

practice. I have always been creative since I was a little

girl and naturally incorporated this into my client

work, so I was delighted to stumble upon and become

a supporter of this amazing community from the early

days. I love seeing how creativity helps clients unfold

and understand their world and have a real passion for

supporting others to do this with their clients. I am

looking forward to highlighting all of your stories and

sharing the amazing work that this Creative

Counselling Movement is doing. You can submit your

stories and articles to

magazine@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com 

Take A Moment

CCC Magazine Editor   



MEET THE TEAM

Tanja Sharpe -
Founder, CEO and
community lead for

CCC

Gaynor Rimmer -  Events and Retreats
lead for the CCC

Dee  Richards - Creative
Interventions Lead for

the CCC
Evie Sharpe - Community
engagement lead for the

CCC



Tanja Sharpe - Founder, CEO and Community lead for the CCC
Tanja is the founder of the CCC, which she has seen grow from strength to strength alongside
the other three admins.Tanja is a qualified Integrative Counsellor, Facebook Community
Leadership Fellow, published Author and NLP coach. When not running the CCC or juggling
all the other commitments she has, Tanja loves being creative, exploring nature & being with
like-minded people. Tanja is your contact for the online membership, marketing, speaking
opportunities and all things Facebook related. You can contact her on
connectwithus@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com
 
Gaynor Rimmer - Events and Retreats lead for the CCC
Gaynor is one of the four admin who has been with the CCC from the start and has helped to
build the CCC. When Gaynor isn't organising CCC events she likes to put on her running
shoes and go in search of Bon Jovi, she is his number one fan. Gaynor is a qualified
Humanistic counsellor, CBT Therapist and Reiki practitioner, she has also recently gained her
qualification in Supervision and Hypnotherapy. Gaynor is your contact for all CCC events and
retreats, if you have any queries, you can contact her at
gaynor@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com 
 
Evie Sharpe - Community Engagement Lead for the CCC
Evie is an Integrative Counsellor and is the go to person for anything community related, Evie
checks in with members, hosts weekly threads and is the welcome wagon to the club. As a
recent trainee herself, there is no one better suited to be the trainees champion, ensuring that
all trainees in the group feel included. In her spare time Evie loves challenging herself and
anything muddy as she often participates in tough mudder, Spartan & OCR races. 
For all things community based Evie can be contacted at evie@thecreative
counsellorsclub.com
 
Dee Richards - Creative Interventions Lead for the CCC
Dee is a qualified CBT Therapist and is our creativity queen. She runs training & workshops on
the therapeutic use of Mandalas in counselling work. In her spare time Dee likes to do
anything that is related to self care whether that be walks in nature or spending time with her
family. Dee is your contact for membership queries & online training or CPD. If you would like
to talk to Dee about your membership or are interested in sharing your creative ideas with our
members through online training, you can contact Dee on
dee@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com 
 
 

MEET THE TEAM





Join The Creative Counsellors
Club Online Membership to access
40+ hours of creative counselling
CPD in the comfort of your home!
MEMBER BENEFITS
 
When you join, you will receive a welcome letter and
membership card in the post. You will receive an invite to join
our members only Facebook space. You will have the
opportunity to be featured in our monthly magazine, newsletter
and within our social media platforms. You will get access to all
of the online therapeutic skills shares designed to integrate
creative counselling tools into mainstream counselling models.
You will receive a printable CPD certificate for each skills share
you complete. You will be invited to join the LIVE online
monthly skills share before it gets added to the membership.
You will be joining a growing community dedicated to sharing
and exploring the power of community and creativity  for
mental health. You get ALL this for just £10 a month.
 



This month within the membership, Lisa Cromar has been

guiding members through how to   work with clients that

present on the Autistic spectrum. 

Lisa has shared a 2 hour training on the subject as well as

sharing information articles within the group. Lisa has

specialised in working with Autism, so we could not think of

anyone better to bring you this training. To learn how to

therapeutically support clients on the autistic spectrum, sign

up to the monthly membership for £10 a month at

www.theccchub.com 

This month within the membership we
have been learning about the Autism

Spectrum and Lisa Cromar has written
training on counselling clients on the

autistic spectrum. 



My diagnosis is a part of me
but not all of me

#IAMFREETOBEME
YOU ARE UNIQUE - ONE OF A KIND - MORE THAN A

LABEL



COMMUNITY NEWS

Well the weather has certainly turned colder hasn't it? The frosty mornings
are drawing in and Christmas will soon  be behind us. 
It feels like we blinked and the month has gone, not just the month but the
whole year! How are we almost in 2020? I must admit I love this time of year
though as we say goodbye to the year before and hello to the new year to
come, although I'm aware this can be a difficult time of year for many. How
do you feel about this time of year? I try to think of all the positive things
that happened  in the year and try to make a wish list of what I want to
happen the year ahead. Sort of like a bucket list but a dream list as I like to
call it. I'm also going to start a new tradition this year which Ive seen
elsewhere, whereby anytime anything good happens you write it on a bit of
paper and put it in a jar. At the end of the year you read them all and look
back at your achievements and happy memories. Who's joining me on this
new tradition? 
So this month has been busy within the CCC community as we prepare to
train our trainers in our new training programme launching in January. The
month of December has seen members across our community take part in
our first ever Secret Santa. We can't wait for Christmas day to see what
everyone received. 
This last month saw the CCC take a road trip to MIND in Rushden to deliver a
training day (more info of which can be found on page 45).
 
Although we have been super busy, December sees us winding down and
being less active in order to enjoy the festivities and spend time with loved
ones. We wish our members a happy festive season whatever your doing.











The Last Apple
 

The very last crab apple clung onto the tree. Her sisters have long fallen into the
soft leafy bed underneath where they were slowly rotting, or have been ravaged
by relentless blackbirds and fieldfares. How she was spared the same cruel fate,

no-one knew. Was she shielded by the branch that grew at an odd angle? Or did the
woodland fairies protect her from the sharp winds, lashing rains and the sharp eyes

of the birds? For whatever remarkable reason, she was the last survivor.
 

The Apple hung there, wondering whether she ought to grieve and feel orphaned,
or to rejoice at her fortune, her resilience despite all odds.

 
She talked to the passing Breeze, asking curiously, 'Your Brother Storm visited our

wood the other day, but seem to have swerved round me, do you know why that
was?' The breeze gently stroked her rosy cheek, whispering, 'I don't know, Apple,
my Brother is not known for his mercy or for making exceptions, perhaps it was

just luck'. 
 

She talked to the visiting Treecreeper, who was busy extracting insects from
crevices in the old apple tree's bark. 'A flock of your cousins, Fieldfares, were here

just yesterday, and ravished all seven of my surviving sisters - they didn't touch
me, why was that?'

 
The treecreeper muttered something about those loud brutes, but did not have an

answer to Apple's question.
 

One morning the gentle beam of sunlight cut through the cold December air and
warmed a spot on the Apple's cool face. She perked up and tried her luck with the

Sunbeam. 'Why is it, that your Father Sun has burned and shrivelled and dried a
whole bunch of my sisters during some of those hot summer days, and spared me?'

 
The Sunbeam played on and around the Apple, silently.

 
She sighed. 'I guess I just have to accept what I am given. I will stay for as long as I
may, playing with the breeze, warming myself in the sunshine, washing myself in

the rain, breathing the cool air, and talking to the passing birds.'
 

Christmas Special Art Story

By Masha Bennett





 

 
Walking away

 By Honorata Chorazy-Przybysz
 

You said it was not fair
 

Fair not I confirm
 

But is unfairness changing our minds?
 

Why shall it for the sake of conformism?
 
 
 

I need to walk the path far too complicated
 

With turns into woods of unacceptable
 

Bushes of abnormality
 

And truths of self.
 
 
 

Tingling buzz of imbalance
 

The hint of not right
 

It all somewhere there
 

In the background of the universe
 

I need to go and leave
 

Leave to stay
 

Within myself of the authenticity.
 

POETS CORNER 



POETS CORNER 

A Counsellors Christmas 
By Lynne Learmonth

 
On the first day of Christmas my counsellor gave to me a full and empathetic summary.

On the second day of Christmas my counsellor gave to me, two MVR’s and a full and
empathetic summary.

On the third day of Christmas my counsellor gave to me, three core conditions, two
MVR’s and a full and empathetic summary.

On the fourth day of Christmas my counsellor gave to me, four strategies, three core
conditions, two MVR’s and a full and empathetic summary.

On the fifth day of Xmas my counsellor gave to me, five boundaries, four strategies,
three core conditions, two MVR’s and a full and empathetic  summary.

On the sixth day of Xmas my counsellor gave to me, six clear reflections, five boundaries,
four strategies, three core conditions,  two MVR’s and a full and empathetic summary.
On the seventh day of Xmas my counsellor gave to me, seven open questions, six clear
reflections, five boundaries, four strategies, three core conditions two MVR’s and a full

and empathetic summary.
On the eight day of Xmas my counsellor gave to me, eight ways of working, seven open
questions, six clear reflections, five boundaries, four strategies, three core conditions,

two MVR’s and a good and empathetic summary.
On the ninth day of Xmas my counsellor gave to me,  nine one hour sessions, eight ways
of working, seven open questions, six clear reflections,  five boundaries, four strategies,

three core conditions, two MVR’s and a full and empathetic  summary.
On the tenth day of Xmas my counsellor gave to me, ten new perspectives, nine one hour

sessions, eight ways of working, seven open questions, six clear reflections, five
boundaries, four strategies, three core conditions, two MVR’s, and a full and empathetic

summary.
On the eleventh day of Xmas my counsellor gave to me, eleven stages of grieving, ten

new perspectives, nine one hour sessions, eight ways of working, seven open questions,
six clear reflections, five boundaries, four strategies, three core conditions two MVR’s

and a full and empathetic summary.
On the twelfth day of Xmas my counsellor gave to me, twelve steps to freedom, eleven
stages of grieving, ten new perspectives, nine one hour sessions, eight ways of working,
seven open questions, six clear reflections, five boundaries, four strategies, three core

conditions, two MVR’s and a full and empathetic summary. 
 



All dogs are Therapists in disguise! 
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Meet Miss Sweep from Listening Ears Therapy 



 

 

From as far back as I can remember we have all used flare and

creativity, my paternal Grandmother was at the very core, she did

everything from clothe me to make me super large knitted

clowns. My mother has superb dressmaking skills, as children she

made dresses for my sister and I to wear as Maypole Dancers and

May Queens at the local village’s yearly celebration, needless to

say as a child we never struggled for fancy dress costumes, and

nor have my two children (thanks to their Grandma). Perhaps

these memories are where my love of Dolly Parton’s song ‘My

coat of Many Colours’ comes from. I come from a very working -

class background, back when I was a child it was more about

creating beauty and enjoying what was for free as opposed to

what’s promoted in today’s world of buy. 

 

Creative Bonding
Creative Counsellors Club member Paula shares with us how

creativity bought her family together through difficult times. 

Firstly, Can I just say what a privilege it is
to be able to write and share with The
Creative Counsellors Club on how
creativity plays an integral
intergenerational part within the life of
myself and my family.



My father was a plasterer and was renowned for his absolute
precision within his craft. 
When my Father retired due to his worn-out joints he used
sublimation as his best tool and asset and took to wood turning.
 
My father’s perfectionist ways propelled him to strive and from a
man who had never done this he’s arose to the challenge and now
produces some beautiful things, from Lamps, to Chairs, Wooden
snowmen (which my sister beautifully decorates with ribbon, with
mum on hand to do the knitting) and even cats that my sister and I
spend ages putting whiskers on. Even the most beautiful pens made
from colourful acrylic.
 

 
I have strong memories of my sister as a child spending time writing
in italic and doing calligraphy, she now creates gift boxes for Dad’s
pens and wraps the most beautiful gifts, they are so beautiful I never
want to open them, lots of love goes into the wrapping. She would
often use her Calligraphy set and I would sit and write stories, songs
and poetry, I still do that to this day.
 

I really value the time and love that goes into creativity and I guess
that comes from my very grass roots.





 
Life threw me more curve balls than I had ever anticipated, I have
experienced a series of traumatic life-changing events and I had to
find a way of getting through. 
 
 
On top of those I was diagnosed
with a long -term chronic condition
that has altered my mobility
forever so, I yet again I turned to
creativity and using my brain. I love
all that sparkles and glitters so I
took to making jewellery and
decorations.
 

 
 I see more beauty in nature, words, music, creativity than I can ever
do justice putting into words. A wonderful memory I have was ‘time’
this was bestowed to me by my grandmother who taught me how to
do a craft called ‘Webster’s Punch’ (highly unusual thing for a
teenager to do back then) but I was happy, I was present and I was
at peace, grounded and feeling proud at what I created and loved
and valued the gift of the time she gave  me to show me how to do
it.
 

 I made pieces of art on Slate to help ground me in a here and now
state of mind and not grieve for the past or worry of the future. 
I find enormous therapy in doing such things as it’s the few times
whereby I do get lost.

 
Several years ago, my son received a diagnosis of ASD. I knew that
he was high functioning and his brain is like a little sponge, he loves
nothing more than the gift of time and his attention to detail
astounds me daily, we have spent hours with beads, macramé,
painting, Posca pens and our latest has been marbling.



 
For my family and I creativity has been a healer in some respects, an
integral part of life, its built confidence, pride and offered us a
different perspective on life when things didn’t turn out quite as
expected. I say this with the upmost of sincerity, my passion of
music, arts and crafts undoubtedly got me through some of my
darkest days, country music with its relatable lyrics still gets me
through the tough days now. I have included a few photographs of
what we have done……………. Stay creative folks, I wish you a
wonderful Christmas filled with all your heart desires with love and
best wishes form me and my family to you and yours.
 
Paula xx

I see a lot of holistic benefits for him with this. He enjoys the time
and he feel’s pride in what he’s made. I have seen him light up on
many occasions. The sensory aspects really lean towards his needs
too, the visual stims and tactile objects feel like heaven to him. His
talents spreads to the computer where he’s an absolute master at
editing. My daughter shares his eye with photographs. I can always
count on her for the perfect holiday shots.
 







STONE OF THE MONTH - RESOLUTIONS



Stone of the month - RESOLUTIONS

By Gaynor Rimmer   

Using Crystals & Setting Intentions

Its almost 2020, when we will be welcoming in a new decade.

Every year I am surprised by how fast time moves and how little there seems to be of it. 

 

In our house at some point we have the discussion about New Year`s resolutions. I`m

sure you can relate to this! The usual themes, weight loss, exercising more, quitting

smoking, reducing our alcohol intake, the list is endless.

Sometimes we make resolutions and sometimes we don’t. Have you ever wondered

why is it that the resolutions we do make often don`t last long!

 

For many reasons our well-meant and well-intentioned New Year’s resolutions rarely

last. Our life gets in the way, family and work commitments, and other demands on our

time, our priorities change, and we lose focus.

Working with crystals, can help you set your intentions for a new start in the New Year

Consider your goals, think about what you need to achieve them.  2020 is full of

possibilities

 

 

 

 

You can use crystals to set your intentions to begin this new decade focused, motivated

and positive

Starting a fresh can be exciting, however is can also feel daunting. To create change, we

leave behind old unwanted habits, you’re leaving behind those things that no longer

serve you. To help with the transition, and to maintain your resolve you can carry your

chosen crystals with you wherever you go.

Let`s start the New Year with renewed energy, recharged and ready to go

Here are some of the crystals that help with transformation, motivation, new

beginnings to reach your full potential.



Amazonite is an amazing stone to work with when

creating a fresh start. Promoting inspiration,

confidence and excitement when starting a new

chapter in your life. Helping to reduce anxiety and

promotes a healthier lifestyle. Amazonite encourages

you to be brave and speak your truth.

Apatite is ideal if you need help or support with your

will power. Therefore, a perfect crystal for helping with

resolutions as Apatite works by helping you change

unhelpful habits and patterns, great for detoxing and

cleansing.

Celestite Strengthens your trust in self and enhances

your intuition.

Celestite can help you transform your life to one of

calm and balance, full of creativity and possibility. A

truly magical crystal full of angelic inspiration.  

Chrysocolla is a motivating crystal, helping you
move away from negative thought patterns.
Chrysocolla inspires you to plant the seeds of
change, perfect for new beginnings.



Clear Quartz is possibly one of the most powerful

crystals with the ability to enhance the properties of

other crystals. As a master healer, and with the ability

to clear stagnant energies Clear Quartz can help you

identify your intentions clearly.  A wonderful stone

for obtaining clarity, transformation and healing.

 

 
 
Citrine can help you bring your dreams to fruition.
Citrine is a powerful stone for abundance, success, and
creativity. Perfect for goal setting.

 
Flower Agate can balance the energy in our body. It is
useful for moving forward in life. Stopping us from
procrastinating and encouraging us to get the job done.
We can focus with Flower agate bring our goals to
reality. It is also excellent for helping us identify our
hidden potential.
 

 
Golden Healer Quartz rejuvenates your sense of
motivation, helping to open your eyes to new
possibilities. A perfect crystal for bringing your
New Year resolutions to life.

Lapis Lazuli is a treasured powerful stone going
back thousands of years. Its empowering properties
help you take responsibility for your choices and
increases your learning from past experiences. A
great stone for transformation, helping you
become the authentic you.  



 
Obsidian supports us in our growth;
(however, it can also uncover
negative emotions, so caution is
needed when working with this
stone.) Obsidian can help us heal old
wounds and traumas from the past,
even as far back as our past lives
helping us move forward.

 
Rhyolite is a crystal of transformation and
encourages you to focus on the moment,
rather than focusing on the past. Helping
you recognise the changes you need to
make, and where you need to make them.

 
Rainbow Moonstone a highly powerful feminine crystal.
Releasing any worries or fears that are holding you back.
Developing your intuition, cleansing and empowering. 
 Rainbow Moonstone guides you down unknown paths in
your life. Using moonstone on new and full moon night
will enhances its properties.
Black Moonstone holds the energy of the New Moon
within it. So, if you are thinking of starting a new business
project, moving home, starting a family it is the perfect
stone to connect with.

 



Surrounding yourself with positive energy, can help turn your dreams into reality. By

placing crystals around your home, you create an environment that will promote

positivity, help you realise your goals and create the changes you want.

 

 

 

Wishing you all an amazing, creative, successful and inspired 2020.  

To get in touch you can contact me; gaynor@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com

 

 

 

Set Your Intentions for a New Beginning

First, focus on a clear goal, then chose the crystals that can bring your goal into

being.

Once you’ve selected the stone you want to work with, find a quiet place to work.

Recognise what you want to change, which habit or pattern do you want to break.

Making sure you are committed to making this change.

Be clear on what your intention is. It that you want to change for yourself.

For example, the intention maybe `I am healthier, and I will eat healthier foods`. The

clearer your goal the easier it will be to set the intention and stick to it.

The crystal I would choose for this goal would be Apatite.

How to use the crystals to set Your Intentions

1. Choose your crystal and remember sometimes they pick you. Crystals have many

properties and crystals can have many of the same properties,

2. Once you have chosen your crystal, hold the crystal in your palm.

3. Feel the energy of the crystal and adjust to it.

4. Holding your crystal in your hand, take a moment to breath, clear your mind and

focus on your goal.

5. Say your intention either in your head or out loud, repeating it several times.

6. You can continue to carry the crystal with you. In your pockets, clothing or bag.

This can help maintain your confidence and provide the motivation you need to

continue your chosen path.

Sometimes we may deviate from our desired path. Reconnecting with your crystals

can help you re focus and stay attuned with your goals ensuring a successful

outcome.



Oh My Goodness!!!! We are super excited to be bringing you this

xciting new awards feature. 

very month we are going to be awarding two awards! The first is

ur very special Ripple Starter Award medal, which comes with a

20 Amazon voucher and the second is a £10 Amazon voucher and

shout out in this magazine awarded to one of our inspiring,

ctive and engaged members in our CCC Facebook groups.  

WE ARE SO EXCITED TO BE CELEBRATING YOU! 

Whats involved I hear you ask? We will award the Big Ripple

tarter Medal to a member who really spreads the word of the

reative counselling movement. This will be someone who

nspires and empowers others through creativity. Examples may

nclude, members who have created an inspiring blog or spread

he word about creative counsellors on the radio. Members will

e selected monthly by the CCC team and will be announced in

his magazine. We will also award a £10 AMAZON voucher to one

f our most active members in our Facebook groups, so pop into

he group and get active, share a creative tool, go live, start a

ew thread, support others and help to inspire other members. 

Our top 10 most active members will be added into a a live draw

which will take place in our Facebook Community group at the

nd of every month. 

We want to  thank you for all that you to do inspire and empower

thers to be more passionate about integrating Creative

ounselling Skills into mainstream models. 

#CREATIVECOUNSELLORS  #EMPOWERONEMILLION

Creative Counsellors Awards 
Celebrating and awarding our 

most inspiring community members



Creative Counsellors Awards 

"We are honoured
to announce

Decembers award
winner is......

the lovely 
Lisa Cromar "

 
Lisa has won the award for

her dedication to the Creative
Counsellors Club and for a
whole month she has been

sharing articles and
information on Autism. Lisa
is taking the lead on a new
piece of research with The
Creative Counsellors Club

and hosted some creative and
insightful training on

working with clients on the
spectrum. Im sure you will all

agree that Lisa is a very
deserving winner and join us
in CONGRATULATING her!!



Meet members who share their inspiring stories of what

brought them to be creative counsellors. 

Inspiring Heart Stories 

My story by Tanja Sharpe 

Why did I become a counsellor? What a

powerful question!

 

My mom was deeply spiritual and we benefited at an early age from

learning how our thoughts literally create our world and how love,

compassion, connection and spiritual growth are some of the most

important things in life. 

 

It was an exciting time to be young in South Africa as I witnessed

Nelson Mandela change the world forever. The birth of a new rainbow

nation and the reason why I am so in love with rainbows today. 

 

Many of my friends and their families did not want change and so from

a very early age I learnt to be great at conflict management, when to

speak and when to listen. It was a very challenging time to grow up at

the height of apartheid and deep racism in South Africa. I carried a lot

of fear and pain with me around this. 

I had an amazing childhood, growing up in
Africa and travelling wherever my dads work
took us. He worked in different parts of Cape
Town, Durban, Botswana, Transkei and other
beautiful areas. 



As kids we didn’t travel alone, catch the bus or walk through town
without being in a crowd. It was never safe to be on our own. Our home
was broken into many times and I struggled to sleep and often panicked
about my family being killed. It was a traumatic time for us all and also an
exciting time of change to bear witness too. So from an early age I
developed anxiety and this has impacted my whole life.
 
I was always the person that others came to when they needed to talk.
When I look back its easy to see that I was a good listener. I was also very
sensitive to other peoples energies and would often sense the elephant
in the room which meant that I was deeply empathic and often burnt out
easily as I didn’t know what to do with this energy. I spent my time
between different friendship groups and could easily fit in with any
group of people I was with. I liked moving in different circles and being
around different characters. I was very social and very confident. I loved
the beach and my whole life revolved around this!
 
Not every part of my childhood was amazing and exciting. I was also a
survivor of childhood sexual abuse by someone known to the family. This
experience changed me and I became very suspicious of others. I moved
with new groups of people and was quite vulnerable. I ended up
struggling to say no to lots of things that got me in trouble. I lost a lot of
my confidence and almost became a chameleon to blend in. I now know
that this was more to do with not wanting to be a target and so blending
in seemed clever. This also meant that many of the relationships I chose
to be in were controlling or emotionally and physically abusive. A pattern
I had now adopted as my norm in some way.
 
At 19 I really wasn’t taking care of myself. I spent most nights drinking
and out with friends. Late nights, long working days and I found myself
on a really self-destructive path.  I had my son at 19 and my relationship
with his father did not work out so I became a single mom and started on
a new path in my life. Becoming pregnant changed my life and I often tell
my son that he saved my life. I was growing a baby and that was the most
important thing to me. I had no idea of the challenges ahead.



My son struggled with life. He became seriously ill as a baby and was
sensitive to everything. He would cry all night and all day. I became
depressed as a new mom and struggled to understand what to do. I felt
as though I was an absolute failure at being a mom and I didn’t know
how to solve his pain! 
 
Life moved on and at two I was told that he had ADHD. I was working
full time and trying to be a good mom too. I tried to be in relationships
but my exhaustion levels and my own sense of self was way off and I
just wasn’t in the right place to be in a relationship so they didn’t work
out.
 
I did get married later on in life, but again this relationship was toxic
and my life became unbearable. At the time my son was struggling with
depression, anxiety and had been moved through 6 schools by now. He
was severely bullied and struggled so deeply with low self-esteem. I
was working full time and trying to manage my sons on and off home
studies and his battle with mental illness. This took a toll on me and
one day I just couldn’t get out of bed anymore. My whole body had
given up on me. I knew that to survive I needed to get out and hit the
reset button for both my son and I. We were both so deeply unhappy
and trapped in a life that was slowly killing us both.
 
One day in 2011 I woke up and knew that this life was no longer going
to be my life! It was December and I walked into my job in the last few
weeks of term and quit. I left my husband and we took only what we
could fit into the back of my teeny KA and headed back to Chester to
be nearer to family. I knew that this had to happen for the both of us. I
wasn’t scared at all. I was excited and relieved. I didn’t care that I had
no job to go to. I didn’t think how we might struggle or what life would
be like for us. I just needed to start to live a life that wasn’t toxic. A
life where I wasn’t scared for myself or my son. 
 
We found the most perfect tiny apartment for two and started our new
peaceful lives together without the daily toxic arguments and
emotionally draining and controlling behaviours we were experiencing
before. A new life and it was peaceful. 



When I stepped into our little flat and shut the door, it was quiet,
peaceful and safe. This was all we needed to heal and start again.
 
Within 6 months of being back, my son was diagnosed with Aspergers
Syndrome and life started to flow and click into place. Everything
started to make sense. I wasn’t a terrible mother. I wasn’t failing! Now
that I knew what we were dealing with, we could both start to find a
new way of being and start to learn how to live in this new life as an
Autistic family. We were getting amazing support from Cheshire
Autism Practical Support and I had started to volunteer as a Parent
Support Worker with Autistic families. 
 
I loved this role of listening to and helping others. I had also spent
months throwing myself into the world of Autism. Reading, studying
and learning. I read many books around psychology, psychotherapy
and psychiatry and found that I was deeply drawn to anything and
everything that involved the mind, body and spirit connection. It was
an easy decision to train to become a counsellor and I knew that it was
now or never if I was going to change my career. So I enrolled in a
counselling skills training and started my journey. My plan was to be
able to support Autistic young people and their families.
 
The journey was (and still is) incredible. I learnt so much about my
patterns of relating to others, started to make sense of the early
childhood abuse that I experienced and also finally understood how I
had spent many years of my life with PTSD and what toll this took on
me. I am more self-aware and resilient. This new life has brought me
many amazing experiences. I have worked within the NHS counselling
team, for Rape Crisis, with Autistic youth and their families and then
onto exploring and specialising in integrative creativity into my
counselling work. I now have three separate business projects that all
have an overall social aim to impact the world in a positive way.
I am more tuned into my spiritual capacity to grow, heal and learn. I am
in a loving and compassionate relationship of 7+ years, I have travelled
the world, worked with amazing communities and life feels balanced,
peaceful and nurturing.











TRAIN TO BE A CREATIVE YOUTH WELL BEING &
MINDFULLNESS COACH FOR 7-11 YEAR OLDS  - ACCREDITED

ONLINE COURSE

CLICK WWW.CONFIDENTHEARTSCLUB.COM FOR DETAILS 

https://www.confidentheartsclub.com/


The

Counsellors Club

Creative

GO TOURON

As mentioned earlier in the magazine the CCC admin were
invited to deliver a days training on Creative Counselling to
the staff and volunteers at Rushden MIND.
We had such an exciting day as we got to meet members of
the CCC and talk about what we love #creativecounselling.
If you would like the CCC team to come and deliver training
to your organisation or to counsellors within your area
please get in touch with Gaynor 
Gaynor@thecreativecounsellorsclub.com







What makes you
stand out as a
counsellor?  

 what makes you
unique?

 



Meet inspiring members who have inspiring stories!

Living with Autism and How I want to inspire

other counsellors to work with

Neurodiversity

By Lisa Cromer 

As magazine editor I had the absolute
pleasure of interviewing Lisa and finding out
more about how she lives with Autism and is
passionate about encouraging other
counsellors to work with Autism too.
 

The Power of Community

Some of you may have met Lisa at some of
the CCC events or seen her within the
group.
 
Lisa has her own facebook group called Counsellors Working with Neuro
Diversity and works within an Autism Charity in Cheshire called ChAPS
(Cheshire Autism Practical Support), as well as this she delivers bespoke
training at her local counselling training college on counselling people on the
Autism Spectrum. 
 
In her free time Lisa is soon to be studying for her PHD and is carrying out
pioneering research into counselling and autism. Lisa is also a great mum to
three beautiful children all of whom are on the Autism Spectrum..... I quite
literally think she is a real life super woman finding the time to do all that she
does she really is amazing, but don't take my word for it, have a read of her
interview and see for yourself. 



As someone with Autism, can you tell me about your experiences of
counselling both Pre and Post diagnosis?
 

I learnt I was Autistic when my son was a toddler, I
started to notice some of the things he did were
different to other children his age. We started
going down the diagnosis route for ADHD and later
Autism. From this I started to do some research
and started to notice some of the traits within
myself, so I went down the diagnosis route too.
However it took me a long time to share this
information with people outside my immediate
family due to fear of judgements, particularly
being a counsellor. 

Lisa you mentioned that you have Autism,
can you tell me more about how you
discovered you had Autism?

Pre diagnosis I had several bouts of counselling, the first was CBT which didn't
work me for me as I didn't trust easily and it was short term which I felt wasn't
enough time for me to build a relationship (my research since has shown that
people with Autism need at least 20 sessions). I then tried a couple of different
talking therapies which helped a little but still wasn't what I needed as I was great
at telling the narrative of my life but  this didn't help long term. Next I went for
another 6 sessions within the NHS and felt pressured to talk, but the more
pressure added the more I shut down and couldn't talk. This was quite pivotal as I
already felt different and this made me feel like its something else I was doing
wrong. As a result I didn't return and went on to have a complete breakdown.
Post diagnosis I tried another purely talking therapy and struggled as I became
non verbal when I feel vulnerable so this again didn't work and I stopped for a
variety of reasons. I realised how damaging the counselling was becoming because
they just didn't understand Autism or how to work with Autism. In the end I found
a counsellor that did and from the word go she understood me and worked
creatively with me. 

It took me a long tme to share
with anyone outside my

immediate family that I was
autistic for fear of judgment

especially being a counsellor



I will start with a counsellor with autism in training. In training I had to work a lot
harder on stuff other people were finding easy such as managing my facial
expressions to express how I was actually feeling. I found the practical skills
relatively easy but had to ensure I wasn't frowning and smiling appropriately etc I
found learning congruence easier because my Autism enables me to be genuinely
congruent and I am able to say things as they are. Whereas a neurotypical person
may take some time thinking about how to say it. I also find it relatively easy to
enter a clients frame of reference as I literally see it from their perspective and
unlike perhaps a neurotypical person, I don't have to go to my memory bank or put
myself in their shoes and think how I would feel in that situation. Group work was
a bit more difficult as there was too much noise and too much to focus on. I was
always the one that sat back and got left out as I couldn't contribute as quickly.
Sometimes during the group work and process time I would go non verbal and
people would assume I had finished but hadn't so didn't always feel held
appropriately. I had to learn how to express myself verbally as I couldn't outwardly
express emotions.
When I started working with clients I went straight into working with autism and
soon realised that pure person-centred counselling wasn't enough and I was thus
supported to work creatively with the clients. I believe having Autism enabled me
to understand the clients struggles and to be able to work in a more creative way. 
I think my biggest challenge has been being open within the profession about my
Autism, as I feared judgement, criticism about it being damaging to clients, not
being able to be a counsellor etc. I just assured them that I am good enough, I
qualified like everyone else and Im aware as much as anyone else what needs
more work etc. 

Whats it like being a counsellor who lives with Autism?

Have you experienced any discrimination/barriers being a neurodiverse
counsellor that perhaps a neurotypical counsellor might not?

Sometimes I hear the common myth that people with autism can't empathise
compared to neurotypical people but actually this is not true, just as much as a
neurotypical  person would have to work a little harder to understand the world of
someone with autism, neurodiverse people have to work a little harder to
understand the world of neurotypical people. 
I have experienced discrimination from perhaps pure person-centred counsellors
who don't like to deviate from the pure approach as there is often a presumption
that by being creative Im being directive. I haven't ever experienced discrimination
from clients as its not always something I disclose. 



Why do you feel working creatively  really
benefits clients who present with auitism?

If a counsellor suspects a client is Autistic should they tell the client or
not?

Hmmm this is a tricky one....As a reflection of my personal journey I wish I had
known earlier and if a counsellor held this knowledge about me but I didn't. I
would rather they share it with me so we could explore it, by them not sharing it
there is a power imbalance. I feel having the knowledge that your autistic gives
people the chance to get support as research shows those with Autism are more
susceptible to depression, suicide and so on. By denying them this knowledge you
are denying them the opportunity to get the right support, and this can be very
powerful. 
However the ethical framework needs to be considered so the non-maleficence
needs to be considered, are you causing harm by disclosing? Maybe the client
doesn't want to or is not ready to hear it. It could be quite damaging  but equally
by not telling them are you causing harm. Elaine Nicholson at a recent conference
said it could be very damaging telling a client their autistic and they go along and
get tested but in fact are not. The guidance would always be ,make sure you have
a  very strong relationship with your client and have been working together a
while before you even consider suggesting it, as well as this ensure you give it lots
of thought and thoroughly discuss it in supervision. Then and only then you might
say something like "the behaviours you are demonstrating/describing are
commonly shown amongst people that have autism, do you think that there is a
possibility that you might have autism?" At no point do you concretely say they are
autistic.  

Sometimes words/verbalisation doesn't come
easy to clients with autism, so I believe Creativity
gives those clients that are non verbal the ability
to verbalise their thoughts and feelings. It also
helps build the relationship and enables the
counsellor to see the world from the autistic
clients perspective.

Creativity helps the client and counsellor gain some psychological connection
as having autism makes it difficult to understand and use non verbal cues.
Verbalisation and autism makes it difficult to express and understand
emotions (ALEXITHYMIA), so the creativity opens up opportunities to show
this and get them to express and explore things that they might not have
done verbally, as it releases the pressure to be verbal. 

Verbalisation doesn't
always come easy to

Autistic clients so
creativity helps



What way if any might therapy differ, when working with neurodiverse
clients compared to neurotypical?

I find that with clients that are neurotypical it comes solely down to modality.
I  work from a pure person-centred basis, whereas mentioned earlier with a
client thats autistic I might work more creatively. I adapt my way of working
to suit their individual needs as I said some of them are unable to verbalise so
purely person centred wouldn't be as effective in my experience. I suppose
the  biggest difference comes down to my clients though because of my
autism I am quick to the point and sometimes blunt etc. In my experience
both neurotypical and neurodiverse clients apreciate.

Why do you think training on Autism/Neurodiversity is essential when
working with this client group?

I feel it is essential because as I mentioned in this months training people
with Autism have different brains to those that are neurotypical. They think
differently, act differently, everything about their brains is wired differently. I
suppose the comparison would  be like a pc vs an apple mac. They both have
different programming. This difference as mentioned earlier means that you
need to approach the therapy with the client differently  and not make
assumptions based on neurotypical behaviour. An example of this might be
an autistic client that struggles with eye contact, a neurotypical counsellor
might have grown up with assumptions of why this is, but this means
something very different in Autistic people generally. Our facial expressions
and body language as autistic people can be very different and thus its
important to have some training and awareness around this in order to read
them properly. Mearns and Thorne talk about the importance of
understanding clients personal language and this is true for any client but
particularly those with autism. Its about understanding the silence! Are they
silent because they are thinking or have they finished talking? The most
important reason I think training is important is because people with autism
also feel like they are an alien and if the counsellor doesn't understand them
or their differences this can make them feel like this even more. This feeds
into their conditions of worth and belief  that people just don't get them. I
feel having training on ways to adapt your modality to suit the autistic client,
should be mandatory and included  in basic training in all counselling colleges
and universities. 



Given your previous experience of
counselling, if you could go back is there
anything you would want the counsellors to
know?

Yes, I would want them to know I was Autistic, I
would want them to research or have
researched ways to work that would enable me
access the stuff they wanted me to. 

Its the same as providing a ramp for somone that couldn't get upstairs, you
make adaptations for autistic clients, we all get there in the end we just need
different things to get there. 

What are you doing to improve the Autistic clients experience of
therapy?

For a start I co-founded alongside three other therapists the Facebook group
Counsellors working with Neurodiversity which aims to educate and support
counsellors in working with Neurodiversity and to provide a safe space for
counsellors to work with neurodiversity and raise awareness. This group has
also bought together a few experts in the field so we can learn anything. 
Im also delivering training like the one in this months Creative Counsellors
membership. I deliver workshops for charities, teach at my local college and I
have written a literature review. Soon I will be studying a PHD in the field. I
passionately believe in spreading awareness of counselling those with autism
so that more autistic people get the therapy that they need. 
 
What advice might you give another counsellor with autism or a
neurotypical counsellor thinking about working with autism?

I would say don't be afraid of your difference, embrace it, the skill that comes
from that can be so wonderful. 
Really get to know the client group, attend training and read up on it, get to
know autistic people, join groups where there are people with autism like the
Facebook group I set up and many more out there. Above all else don't be
scared of it and don't be scared to deviate form the rigid rules of the
modality. 
 

I would want them
to know I was

Autistic



   
This months Tree of the month is the Christmas Tree or sprig tree as its formally
known. We have these trees at Christmas because on the day of Christ's birth, all
came with gifts to bare except the little tree who cried for he had nothing to share.
Hearing his distress, God's angel from above sent to grace the tree and shine with all
their love. Evergreens appeared upon limbs once bare, for the gift of everlasting  life
that Jesus  would declare. So remember when you see a Christmas tree so bright that
Gods love for us shines in every single light. 

 

TREE OF THE MONTH - The Sprig Tree aka The
Christmas Tree



WHY I LOVE FIR TREES - Gaynor Rimmer 
 
Fir trees are a beautiful symbol of hope, a symbol of the past and the future.
It reminds me of my childhood, our christmas visits to my grandparents who
sadly are no longer with us. However I was lucky to have them all in my life well
into adulthood. My brother, sister and I had special names for nan and great
nanna, `Big Nan and Little Nan`.  
Big nan moved in with little nan (her daughter) after her husband, my great
granddad died suddenly from a heart attack. 
When little nan was just a baby, her parents, my great grandparents bought her
an artificial tree for  her first christmas . Each year she would decorate it at
christmas. When my brother sister and I were little, nanna and great nanna 
would decorate the tree, but  they would decorate it with bars of chocolate. All
our favourite chocolate bars, Fudge, Milky Way, Crunchie, Mars bars, Frys,
Turkish delight to name but a few. First they would number each bar of
chocolate, then they would painstakingly tie string around each bar and hang it
on the tree. Next they would write all the numbers on little pieces of paper fold
those up and place them in a little dish.  
The sunday before christmas when we visited, it would be the Chocolate Tree
day! 
I can still remember the feeling of excitement and anticipation. 
Big nan would offer us the dish and one by one the three of us would choose a
number from the dish then race to find the coordinated bar of chocolate. This
would result in the three of us having a large bag of chocolate goodies. we would
swap with each other for our favourites. On the drive home my sister and I would
count christmas trees in people's windows to see how many we could see, both
of us enchanted with the twinkling lights. 
For 76 years little nan decorate that tree, in the end it had about three branches
left, but she loved that tree, we all did. 
Every Fir tree reminds me of that little chocolate tree and the waves of
nostalgia come flooding back. Each year I still find myself looking for the
christmas trees lit in windows, enjoying the warm feeling it evokes with me. 
I have a huge fir tree in my garden and we light it up each year, reminding me of
family bonds and the love we share. 
 
 



CREATIVE SUPERVISION 
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So as a Creative Supervisor what is my go to activity? The one that gets
my Supervisee 's thinking differently. I think it has got to be Disney.....
 
Most supervisees I work with will both know Disney films and have a
character that they love and can connect with.....
Maleficent....Snow White...Cruella De Vil......Dumbo....Simba....Pinocchio...
 
I will give my Supervisee the options to choose a Disney Character that
represents themselves and then one that represents their client. We will
then we look at the films that they are part of and see how their films can
be connected.
 
By allowing my Supervisee's to connect with their character of choice
they normally choose a character that sits with their own perception of
how they see themselves. A personal example being myself as Winnie the
Pooh. Why I hear you ask? Well I have always loved honey, the sweetness,
the stickiness and then there is my understanding behind why we have to
complicate life. Winnie the Pooh sees life in its simplest form. He is
supportive and loyal to his friends. Winnie has a small group of
supportive and loyal friends that will respect & question him. Helping him
when he asks.
 

This months Creative Supervision is
from one of the Creative Counsellors
Club Ambassadors Jane Manners. 
 
Jane recently qualified as a supervisor
and shares with us one of the ways she
works creatively with supervisees. 



As I look more at working with Disney Characters my supervisee's find it
really easy to quickly choose a Character and they can relate easily to the
main characteristics. Through more in depth discovery they start to
discover the unconscious characteristics of their character. This is then
shelved whilst they choose a character for their client. Again the main
characteristics are discussed and as before, the hidden qualities start to
unravel. It is at this point that as their Supervisor I will hold the
discoveries and offer back what I hear.
 
Working with Disney Characters opens up many doors & conversations
around characteristics, clothing, colours, storylines & combinations of
how two different characters could fit together given the chance -
diversity.







What's your
favourite time of

year and does the
season affect your

mood?
 

DO YOU RECOGNISE
CHANGES IN YOUR

CLIENTS
 DEPENDING ON THE

WEATHER?



Meet a Sandplay Symbol: 
 
The Dolphin
 
By Masha Bennett
 

Dolphins are among some of the favourite symbols used by children and
adults in the sandtray. 
The joy, playfulness and intelligence of dolphins has universal appeal which
is often reflected in their use in creative therapy.
 
Dolphin’s celebrated ability to “speak” with each other (and sometimes with
other species) makes them one of the classic symbols for communication.
Stories of dolphins being friendly with humans, and even saving them from
drowning, lend themselves to the image of the dolphin as a friendly, gentle
and compassionate creatures. Though “dolphin therapy” that exploits
captive animals is now almost universally frowned upon, swimming with wild
dolphins is one of the most captivating dreams on the “bucket list” of many
(it is on mine!) 
 
Transformation, regeneration and metamorphosis are some of the qualities
that may be symbolised by Dolphins, as legend said that the sailors falling
overboard were transformed into these creatures. Dolphins sometimes
appear as sidekicks to underwater deities, such as Poseidon and Neptune,
and as they accompany ships they may be seen as protectors from the
dangers of the sea. The Dolphin is also associated with Roman Venus or
Greek Aphrodite, the goddess born out of the sea, for whom it may serve as
a noble steed, as it does for the lyre-bearing poet Arion, in rescuing this
young man from the murderous crew of a boat he was sailing on. The sea
nymph Galathea is typically depicted in her cockle-shell chariot drawn by
Dolphins.
 



Dolphin- sand symbol of the month 



 
Despite the overwhelmingly positive associations
that most of us have with Dolphins, we must not
forget that each symbol will have a Shadow side.
On a sombre note, dolphins were seen as guides
of drowned souls, taking them to the other world,
the Isles of the Blessed of Greek mythology
(though to look on the bright side, these Isles
were apparently a paradise-like location and only
those of heroic or valiant disposition were allowed
to relocate there). Considering the natural history
of dolphins, it is also worth remembering that
killer whales who are related to this group of
mammals, are powerful predators and a group of
them can dismember a seal in a short space of
time. We mustn't forget that even in mythology
some of the sailors who transformed into dolphins
after falling overboard where actually boozy and
rowdy pirates who tied Dionysos to the mast of
their ship. The friendly and, on an occasion, life-
saving attitude of dolphins towards humans is
sometimes attributed to their “reformed
character” as former pirates.

 
Christianity attributes special significance
to dolphins, as symbols of Christ’s death
and resurrection, and the image of Dolphin
may denote Christ himself. Further mystical
significance of these creatures is seen in
their association with the Delphic Tripod,
the symbol of god’s presence, divine
prophecy and inspiration, in the Temple of
Apollo. Ancient Greeks considered Delphi
to be the centre of the world, and Apollo
himself is said to have taken the form of a
dolphin to swim to that sacred location.



Remember to look out for the qualities and positioning of the specific
Dolphin that is being used in the sand tray - what is the expression on its face?
Direction of its gaze and direction of movement? Is the Dolphin swimming in
clear or murky water? Is the movement free or restricted? Is the Dolphin on
its own, in a pair or a group? What is its relationship to other symbols in the
sandtray? And most importantly, how does the client feel about the symbol
and what intuitive knowing do they have about it?



I rarely use water in the sandtray (mostly for practical reasons - it takes a
long time to dry out!), but am including the picture of a Dolphin figure I’ve
created in the damp sand a few years ago.  From what I understand now, I
believe that this sand Dolphin emerging from the “water”, at the time
represented the new creative and healing potential, new ways to
communicate, that were being offered up by my unconscious at that stage
of my life… I did not know what to expect then, but indeed my way of
working and being in the world has been transformed since around the time
of that sandtray. Having worked with various talking therapies for many
years I have now transitioned to working almost exclusively with creative
approaches, as well as using them for my own self-care and healing.
Sandplay, art, writing, sound and music now play a major part in my everyday
life as well as work with clients. 
 

 
Masha Bennett is a UKCP registered psychotherapist, clinical supervisor, trauma
specialist, and a tutor for Association for Integrative Sandplay Therapists. She is
based in Glossop, High Peak, near Manchester, and has a full time therapy and
training practice, currently focused mostly on Sandplay and Sound Therapy. Her
website is www.practicalhappiness.co.uk and her main Facebook page is Sand &
Sound for the Soul https://facebook.com/sand.sound.soul 
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How I use stone painting to break up my therapy practice and how I use the

stones with clients. 

by Tracey Hayward  

Hearts,Dots and Stones  

 

I qualified as an integrative therapist in
2013 and set up in private practice the
very next month. I always knew that PP
was what I was aiming for. I also set up a
counselling service up in a large school in
a town many miles from home and grew
this for the next 6 years, taking on
another counsellor whom I managed, and
enjoyed working with. 
I love learning and embarked on levels 5 and 6 over the next few
years, and when these were completed, I finally took some time
to relax a little.  I then reduced my working hours to just 3 days a
week so I could take stock a little, and spend more time with my
family. My practice is still busy and I love my supervisory work -
but I no longer want to do this 5 days a week. I’d been training
and embarking on further CPD for more than 12 years and began
wondering how I might use this extra time?
 
I’ve always been drawn to stones and had often bought other
peoples’ work – mandalas and therapeutic stones particularly,
but I decided to have a go for myself.
 
I did some research on types of stones I could paint on that I
could purchase - and also found some great artists in Canada and
Australia that make their own molds, so bought a few of these.
 



 

 Then armed with my new tub of concrete that was recommended

to me I set about making some of my own rocks. They turned out

a bit ok! The next step was to put myself out there and begin

advertising so I set up a facebook page and fairly quickly the

orders came in for sets of stones from counsellors, other types of

well being therapists - and from friends and family looking for

gifts for loved ones.

 

So my hobby has turned into a little cottage industry as I usually
now have a couple of orders on the go at any one time. Some ask
for one piece – others put in a bulk order – I’m currently finishing
up an order of 21. This relaxes me and takes me away from
psychotherapy for a bit …. and I love the feedback when
somebody gets enjoyment from something I’ve created.





Recently I gave a stone saying ‘trust’ to a young girl who
doubted herself when others were telling her to do things she
knew were inappropriate – the message was about trusting her
gut, and following it. By touching base with the stone in her
pocket she felt stronger and it was a link to all the work we’d
done so far. 
 
A young man recently took a stone away with him that read
‘calm’ and used it when he felt anxious at school, it just
connected him - was a touchbase almost - to the strategies we’d
worked on that helped relax him, and he could use them himself. 
 

I’ve always used natural stones generally in constellation work,
but my stones I use when clients perhaps are stuck on how to
label feelings, or want to describe how they perceive others.
They may find it elusive to articulate their feelings but spot a
stone that sums this up for them ….. everyone will find their
own way. I also use positive words on stones for young clients
particularly, who use it for grounding, will keep it in their
pocket, or a reminder of how far they’ve come when they feel
wobbly.



 
Sometimes I might give a stone as a token of respect at the end
of work done with a client – it may say something like ‘I let go’,
or ‘brave’ or ‘I am enough’, depending on the therapy. 
 

 
Every therapist will have their own ideas about giving such
tokens and we all work with what suits us. This profession has
varying opinions depending on modalities, but I go with my own
gut instinct about what’s ok and appropriate.
 
My work is flawed of course, I’m human - sometimes the rocks
are a little weathered or naturally a bit wonky (!) and my molds
don’t always turn out perfect – but every piece is unique and
individual and I guess that’s what I like about it. 
 
If you’d like to view some of Tracy's work or order some stones
of your own then have a look at her details on the resources
page. 





Visual Journaling   
How to use Visual Journaling as a creative tool in therapeutic work

by Honorata Chorazy-Przybysz

Over 7 years ago I found the love for creating visual
journals as my way of not just expressing,
processing thoughts and feelings but actually as a
form of silent, visual conversation with my true self. 

Visual journals had been with me on many journeys-
from depression, to dilemmas of life, from wonders
about self to moments of pure joy. 

 
I had been designing and running courses on use of art journals (in person and online) as
a supportive tool for mental health recovery for over 3 years and I am delighted to share
here with you some of the pages as well as processes behind the creation of visual
journals. It is important to remember that this tool can only be used as a non-judgemental
way of visual representation. There is no artistic requirement, either advanced skills
needed. Journals are personal, focus on the healing/release aspect of the process and do
not serve as a piece of artwork for display.

Who is it for? What are visual journals?
In therapeutic practice clients are encouraged to keep and create their own visual
journals as well as learn to work with them on a more regular basis so there is continuity
and flow to the process. Visual journaling is a bridge between art and writing and every
person will choose and create them the way they want. Some will do a fair amount of
writing to go with images and some will focus on images with some main phrases only.
The nature of visual journaling is very personal and needs to serve its keeper. Often
there is also a name used “art journaling” but I think “visual journaling” sounds less
intimidating and it opens more chances for people to try it out.

They have seen grief, happiness, self-doubt and much more. If they were able to take a
human form, they probably would be a pretty skilled counsellor with patience of an
angel. 



 
How to start?
The easiest and most comfortable way for many to start is an easy and simple
technique of collage. Gradually introducing paints, colour and other materials into
journalling makes it more diverse. However starting with just  a book or notebook,
glue stick, scissors and bunch of images is a good beginning. Filling pages can be done
with a prompt or something in mind or just completely left open to the decision of
the person creating.
Working with collage can incorporate many visual techniques like overlapping, mixing
black and white images with colour, adding writing and doodling as well as working
with inspiration around a found phrase. Magazines are a great source of images and
text but also one’s own writing can be added directly or on a separate piece of paper
and then glued to the pages.
 

 
Mixed media in visual journal
For those feeling comfortable with painting and drawing, creating visual journal with
those techniques can be an option. However, there is no need to define the visual
journaling as the art book, only filled with drawings or paintings. There can also be a
situation that clients had been using collage for a while and feel confident to move
towards more mediums. That creates a wide creative scope for use of images and
paints, drawings, inks and many more. Here are a few simple techniques to get you
started:
-create background with mixed paints-mix them on the page directly and then follow
with collage on the top
-use inks with water to create stained background and follow with self-letter,
personal reflective writing or collage
-use markers and oil pastels to alter and outline images.







 
What book to use?
Any book or notebook can be used and there is no need to invest in expensive “mixed
media journals”. I work with clients a lot in actual text books that had been discarded
from libraries or cost me pennies in a charity shop.
 
The nature of the creative process
Images has a powerful way of accessing untold and unspoken things. Some clients find
it much easier to express things through images than words. The visual journals can
serve as a creative tool for a few aspects:
-as self-expression and expression of feelings.
-revealing processes when creating a page things “appear” or “come up”- the page
doesn’t really have a plan but a story is being told and is emerging on the page.
- as a tool to engage with creativity and its healing quality.
- as a way of inner monologue when there is time and attention to express deeper
feelings about ourselves.
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TOOLS
TAKEAWAY

Our top five tools shared by members in our
facebook group. click the links to share their
amazing ideas ….

Kim Rackstraw ask members for suggestions on
theraplay books, you can find the suggestions
here 
CLICK HERE

Nicola Hughes supported by members of the CCC
shares a file on the symbols used for exploring loss
in sand tray work: 
CLICK HERE

Lisa Cromar shares a creative ideas guide to
work with autistic clients 
 CLICK HERE 

Shelley Steal asks members for suggestions on
exploring low self esteem with teen clients. the
suggestions can be found here;
CLICK HERE

Pauline Andrews explores how to draw your clients as a
fish exercise.
CLICK HERE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/2909944952351299/
https://lookaside.fbsbx.com/file/Symbols%20of%20Loss.pdf?token=AWwn7JAmnq6pwREIHFOj0OV2gkO4ciWSI9gUEUg91toxm4DCYU75qKk06CA5gUEIL1Zui66iji177K0atjfuL4EEIp8lXAG5DTK1DYnTK1X8w2Qq_7xSQx8SXohuaZZ8DdJRPLRDRn4pxTm09Mw9ZKVs
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/2459559107389888/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/2880623315283463/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsclub/permalink/2907797975899330/


Creative
Counsellors

Regional
Groups



The Creative
Counsellors Club

Regional Groups

As  some of you may know we have recruited a number of
ambassadors to be the face of The Creative Counsellors
Club in their regions. These groups have been set up for
members to connect with like minded people in their areas
and reduce counsellor isolation. They are organising
social coffee mornings and social events to end counsellor
isolation and share creative ideas of working and much,
much more. Are you a member of  your local group? Have
a look below to see where yours is and join the group,
share some creative ideas, introduce yourself, start
networking and pop along to the next event. 



Caroline Peacock 
Caroline is one of our amazing ambassadors
and hosts both the LEEDS group and the
CHESHIRE EAST GROUP, so if your local to
either LEEDS or CHESHIRE EAST then pop
over to her group and give her a HI!,
introduce yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE LEEDS 

Pauline Andrews 
Pauline is also one of our amazing
ambassadors and hosts the ESSEX
BRENTWOOD group, so if your local to
Brentwood, pop over to her group and give
her a shout , introduce yourself and get to
know other counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Jane Manners 
jane is also one of our amazing ambassadors
and hosts the MILTON KEYNES group, so if
your local to MILTON KEYNES, pop over to
her group and give her a shout , introduce
yourself and get to know other counsellors in
your area. 
CLICK HERE 

CLICK HERE CHESHIRE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsleeds/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsessex/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsmiltonkeynes/


Juulia Amalie
Juulia  is another of our amazing
ambassadors and hosts the EDINGBURGH
group, so if your local to EDINGBURGH, pop
over to her group and give her a shout ,
introduce yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Sarah Watson
Sarah is one of our original  ambassadors and
is a great asset to the team and hosts the
Birmingham group, so if your local to
Birmingham , pop over to her group and give
her a shout , introduce yourself and get to
know other counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Anna Bell
Anna is one of our  newest ambassadors
but is already a great asset to the team
and hosts the NORTH WALES group, so if
your local to NORTH WALES, pop over to
her group and give her a shout ,
introduce yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsedinburgh/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsbirmingham/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsnorthwales/


Gaynor Rimmer 
Gaynor as well as admin is also one the  
 amazing ambassadors  and hosts the
MERSEYSIDE group, so if your within the
MERSEYSIDE area, pop over to her group
and give her a shout , introduce yourself
and get to know other counsellors in your
area. 
CLICK HERE 

Tanja Sharpe
Tanja as well as the CEO of the group  is
also one the amazing ambassadors  and
hosts the CHESTER group, so if your
within the  CHESTER area, pop over to her
group and give her a shout , introduce
yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Claire Short 
Claire  is also one of the  ambassadors 
 and hosts the LONDON group as well as
the BUCKINGHAMSHIRE group so if your
within the  LONDON or 
 BUCKINGHAMSHIRE areas , pop over to
her group and give her a shout , introduce
yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE LONDON 

CLICK HERE BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsmerseyside/?epa=SEARCH_BOX
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorscheshire/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorslondon/
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=creative+counsellors+buckinghamshire&epa=SEARCH_BOX


Sherry Adams 
Sherry is relatively new in becoming a
regional ambassador, but she has been a
valued member of the CCC for a long
time and is very experienced. Sherry is
the awesome host for RUSHDEN group so
if your within the RUSHDEN area, pop
over to her group and give her a shout ,
introduce yourself and get to know other
counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

Eilish Craig 
Eiilish was one of our original regional
hosts and is also one the amazing
ambassadors and hosts the BELFAST
group, so if your within the BELFAST area,
pop over to her group and give her a
shout, introduce yourself and get to
know other counsellors in your area. 
CLICK HERE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsrushden
https://www.facebook.com/groups/creativecounsellorsbelfast/


T H E  L E E D S  R E G I O N A L  G R O U P
M E M B E R S  A R E  H O S T I N G  A

C O F F E E ,  C A K E  A N D
N E T W O R K I N G  E V E N T

Member Events & Resources

OFFERONWHAT'S

CCC COFFEE 
&

NETWORKING

MEANWOOD INSTITUTE  4th January  1pm - 3pm

 



T H E C H E S H I R E  E A S T
R E G I O N A L  G R O U P

M E M B E R S  A R E
H O S T I N G  A  

C O F F E E ,  C A K E  A N D
N E T W O R K I N G  E V E N T

POST XMAS PICK ME UP 

The Acoustic Lounge, Poynton 12th January  1pm

CLICK HERE for the address

https://www.bing.com/maps?&ty=18&q=The+Acoustic+Lounge&ss=ypid.YN1029x13690754291568082835&ppois=53.34850311279297_-2.1178951263427734_The+Acoustic+Lounge_YN1029x13690754291568082835~&cp=53.348503~-2.117895&v=2&sV=1


INTEGRATIVE SANDPLAY THERAPY

TRAINING 2020

The amazing Masha Bennet who writes our

monthly sand symbol article is delivering

training on sand play therapy. 

Masha will be running a series of short

workshops in integrative Sandplay Therapy

in 2020 in  Glossop. 

 

workshops are limited to 8 people. As an

incentive Masha has very kindly offered a

discount to Creative Counsellor Membership

Hub members. Members can claim a discount

of £30 off two day workshops and £14 off

1 day workshops.

Send all enquiries of interest to Masha at

masha@practicalhappiness.co.uk

alternatively she be contacted via her

website at www.practicehappiness.co.uk



 

Introduction to Integrative Sandplay Therapy (2

days) Sunday 15th - Monday 16th March OR

Monday 8th - Tuesday 9th June. This workshop is

open to all

 

All other workshops are only open to those that

have experience in sandplay/play therapy. 

 

Four elements in the Sandtray (1 day) Tuesday

21st April .

 

Shadow in the sandtray (1 day) Tuesday 5th May 

 

Inner child and Parts Work in the sand tray (1

day) Tuesday 23rd June

 

Soul and Spirit in the Sandtray (1 day) Tuesday

7th July

 

Working with Trauma in the Sandtray (2 days)

Sunday 26th - Monday 27th July. 





Henny Hay Hearts, Stones and Dots 

To order Tracy's Stones then pop along to her

page and place an order .

CLICK HERE 

https://www.facebook.com/Henny-Hay-Stones-Hearts-and-Dots-106479480768966/


Our very own CEO and founder of the CCC, Tanja Sharpe,
has published her own book. As you can see the book was
a finalist in the Teach Primary Awards. YOU can get an
order of this fantastic book to use in your work through
Amazon.



Stay up to date with all our news, events and
creative interventions ……………...

www.facebook.com/thecreativecounsellorsclub www.instagram.com/thecreativecounsellorsclub

@CounsellorsClub



CONTACT ME 

Would you like to feature

in our monthly

magazine? have an

interesting article? A

creative tool? A poem or

a funny story get in

touch with me at

magazine@thecreativeco

insellorsclub



THE CCC WISHES ALL MEMBERS A
WONERFUL CHRISTMAS BREAK

AND HAPPY NEW YEAR 



COPYRIGHT The Creative Counsellors Club 


